Abstract. Including multiple sources of information in personal identity recognition and verification gives the opportunity to greatly improve performance. We propose a contactless biometric system that combines two modalities: palmprint and face. Hardware implementations are proposed on the Texas Instrument Digital Signal Processor and Xilinx Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platforms. The algorithmic chain consists of a preprocessing (which includes palm extraction from hand images), Gabor feature extraction, comparison by Hamming distance, and score fusion. Fusion possibilities are discussed and tested first using a bimodal database of 130 subjects that we designed (uB database), and then two common public biometric databases (AR for face and PolyU for palmprint). High performance has been obtained for recognition and verification purpose: a recognition rate of 97.49% with AR-PolyU database and an equal error rate of 1.10% on the uB database using only two training samples per subject have been obtained. Hardware results demonstrate that preprocessing can easily be performed during the acquisition phase, and multimodal biometric recognition can be treated almost instantly (0.4 ms on FPGA). We show the feasibility of a robust and efficient multimodal hardware biometric system that offers several advantages, such as user-friendliness and flexibility. C 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
problem in identity documents, the number of images from show poor generalization ability and degrade the classifica-55 tion performance. 2 In this paper, a reliable and contactless 56 general-public multimodal biometric system is presented. It 57 respects the small-number sample constraint and tries to be 58 user-friendly.
59
Palmprint can be used as a reliable human identifier be-60 cause the pattern of ridges is unique and their details are 61 permanent. Compared to other physical biometric charac-62 teristics, palmprint biometrics have several advantages: low-63 intrusiveness, stable line features, and low-cost capturing 64 device. 3 Although palmprint is traditionally a contacting bio-65 metric, we use it without contact, which allows us to keep 66 a pleasant and hygienic system. For that matter, an increas-67 ing number of works have interest in the use of contactless 68 sensors.
3-5 69
Face is one of the most studied and commercialized bio-70 metrics. It is well accepted because humans routinely use 71 facial information to recognize each other. But it suffers 72 from some weaknesses: it is particularly affected by pose, 73 expression, or illumination. In the past decades, a lot of face 74 recognition algorithms have been proposed: statistical anal-75 ysis as principal component analysis (PCA), independent 76 component analysis (ICA), or linear discriminant analysis 77 (LDA); 6 neural networks; 7 graph matching; 8 etc.
78
Fusion of face and palmprint is studied because it 79 allows are to greatly improve performance while keeping 80 a user-friendly and well-accepted system. Kumar Subjects enroll themselves thanks to an easily usable soft-163 ware. For the hand, they are only asked to place it horizontally 164 and ensure that their fingers do not touch each other. Each 165 subject could place his hand anywhere from a few dozen 166 inches to a few inches from the sensor: the upper limit is 167 defined by the position of a green background [see Fig. 1(a) ]. 168 Subjects must furthermore place their face in an enclosing 169 frame of 360×480 pixels drawn on the webcam preview [see 170 Fig. 1(b) ]. Expression, accessories, and background are not 171 controlled: expression can vary from neutral to broad grin, 172 and subjects choose to wear their eyeglasses or not. 
Image Preprocessing 174
Working on palmprint in a contactless context requires some 175 preprocessing. The region of interest (ROI) must indeed be 176 extracted from the hand image. Palm extraction requires hand 177 localization, followed by palm localization in the hand, and 178 First, a contour extraction is performed using an eight- Here, this filter is used to extract palmprint and face fea-244 tures: a coding-based method is employed, that is founded 245 on the works of Refs. 4 and 24. This choice is also con-246 sistent with the electronic embedded system context: regular 247 calculations, such as convolution operation, are easily imple-248 mented on hardware systems and reduce power consumption. 249 Moreover, applying the same method on both palmprint and 250 face will facilitate hardware implementations.
251
A variety of implementations of this filter exists. Consid-252 ering its performance and the need to reduce computation 253 time and memory consumption, we use the ellipsoidal filter 254 in the real domain proposed in Ref. 4 ,
where
The couple (x 0 , y 0 ) defines the function center, controls the 257 orientation, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian factor, 258 and γ is the spatial aspect ratio of this ellipsoidal function 259 fixed at 0.5. For more luminosity robustness, the filter is 260 normalized by the subtraction of the coefficient average from 261 each coefficient.
262
Gabor palmprint features are obtained by the convolution 263 of the image with a single Gabor filter (whose coefficients 264 are empirically chosen, see Sec. 5), followed by a threshold-265 ing operation with a threshold equal to 0. This binarization 266 limits the characteristic size and the computation time in the 267 comparison phase. The feature extraction step is illustrated 268 in Fig. 3 . For identity classification and verification, a sim-269 ilarity measurement must be created in order to compare 270 the extracted parameters. For this matching process, we use 271 the traditional comparison method of binary matrices: the 272 Hamming distance, which is a pixel-by-pixel comparison 273 using the Boolean operator ⊕ (XOR). 
where T {A, x, y} is the translation of image A horizontally vectors implies a high compatibility between fused data and 297 does not allow modality-adapted processing, as in our case. 298 We use fusion at score level because there is sufficient 299 information content at this step and it is easy to access 300 and combine the matching scores. Savic and Pavesic 25 have 301 demonstrated that the combination approach performs bet-302 ter in biometric systems. Therefore, tree combination rules 303 have been tested. Let P i be the score obtained thanks to the 304 matching between the current palmprint feature and the ith 305 template of the palmprint matching base, let F i be the score 306 obtained thanks to the matching between the current face fea-307 ture and the ith face template, the corresponding final score 308 Fus i can be calculated from the minimum [Eq. (4)], the sum 309 [Eq. (5)], and the multiplication Eq. (6) rules as follows:
311
The final decision of the classifier is then given by choos-313 ing the class that minimizes the fused matching measures 314 between the sample and all templates of the matching base. 315 If at least one of the two scores is low enough to suc-316 cess in the recognition task, the fused score (obtained by 317 minimum, sum, or multiplication rules) would also allow 318 one to succeed in this task. That is why multimodal systems 319 outperform unimodal systems and increase the population 320 coverage: If one modality is vulnerable to certain condi-321 tions, then the others take over. The way we designed the 322 system (see Fig. 4 ) allows us, moreover, to use palmprint 323 only, face only, or fusion of the two. Using this architecture 324 makes it possible to add other textured modalities, such as 325 knuckleprint or ear.
326

Hardware Implementations
327
Each of the proposed algorithms respects the embedded sys-328 tem constraints. They work in particular with a low calcu-329 lation cost and low memory, which makes them particu-330 larly suitable for DSP implementation. Moreover the coding 331 scheme proposes a high potential of parallelization, which 332 could be fully exploited by application-specific integrated 333 As feature samples are 52×52 binary matrices, the total size 375 of the base is only of 16 KB. The coding scheme and the 376 recognition step requires about 7×10 6 CPU cycles, which 377 corresponds to 7 ms.
378
Although parallelization possibilities are high for this kind 379 of device, parallelism potential of the face and palmprint 380 recognition algorithms is only lightly exploited on a DSP. 381 That is why, we have also simulated the hardware imple-382 mentation of the last steps of the processing chain (fea-383 ture extraction, matching, fusion, and decision) on an FPGA 384 platform. We work on a Virtex-5-XC5VFX70T FPGA of the Xilinx 387 society. 27 It has been chosen for its configuration: It con-388 tains, in particular, 128 DSP slices (with 25×18 multipli-389 ers and 48-bit adder/subtracter/accumulator), which support 390 massively parallel digital signal processing algorithms, and 391 22,400 configurable logic blocks (CLBs). Slices of the CLBs 392 can be used to provide logic, arithmetic, and ROM functions; 393 a part of them can also be used as distributing RAM or 32-bit 394 data registers.
395
FPGA implementations have been simulated with the Very 396 High-Speed Integrated Circuit, Hardware Description Lan-397 guage (VHDL) description using the Xilinx ISE tool. Results 398 of the FPGA implementations will be presented in terms of 399 used resources and processing speed. As for the DSP imple-400 mentation, we have worked on a database of 25 people with 401 two samples per individual in the matching base and we use 402 the sum rule. The elastic matching step does not use DSP slice or Block
460
RAM but only CLB resources: a total of 8035 slices are used.
461
The obtained operating frequency is equal to 175 MHz.
462
The general operating frequency is equal to 175 MHz, it 463 corresponds to the frequency of both EM and Class modules. Table 1 
488
In order to verify our approach, we also tested the process-489 ing on a multimodal database, which consists in the fusion of 490 two public databases: the Hong Kong Polytechnic University 491 (PolyU) palmprint database 28 and the AR face database.
492
The PolyU palmprint database contains 7752 gray-scale im-493 ages from 386 different palms. Twenty samples from each of 494 these palms were collected in two sessions (of 10 samples). 495 The average interval between the first and second collec-496 tion was two months. The size of every original image is 497 384×284 pixels. Fig. 10 shows some original palm images 498 of the PolyU database. They have been obtained with contact 499 and pegs in controlled lighting conditions. The preprocessing is the same as that of the uB database: 
517
We take sample subsets of the same size from these two 
528
In this paper, all the results take into account the con- are picked up randomly among the three available ones of a 546 unique session, and only the samples of the two other sessions 547 are used for tests. Thus, when the matching base contains 548 n samples per person (n ∈ {1, 2, 3}), (9 − n)×130 tests are 549 performed according to the protocol 1 and 6×130 (= 780) 550 according to the protocol 2. Protocol 1 is the most used in 551 studies because it allows one to take into consideration all the 552 information contained in the database. Protocol 2 is used to 553 verify the robustness of the algorithm in more realistic condi-554 tions: in the real world, all the matching samples are acquired 555 during the enrollment phase, so the captured variability is 556 reduced.
557
Results are qualified by the recognition rate, which is the 558 ratio between the number of correct classification results and 559 the total number of tests. Because it depends on the selected 560 samples, nine tests with nine different matching bases are 561 performed (for a matching base built according to protocol 2 562 in the three samples cases, only three tests are performed, 563 since it is only possible to build three different bases). They 564 are then averaged to constitute a final result [the for aver-565 aged recognition rate (ARR)], which objectively describes 566 the performance of the system.
567
Results obtained thanks to the protocol 1 are given in 568 Table 2 . They are very similar to those of our former 569 algorithmic study: 14 quantification of the Gabor filtering and 570 transition to fixed-point do not introduce any performance 571 degradation. As with the algorithmic model, the palmprint 572 and three-samples cases is minor.
589
Results obtained thanks to protocol 2 are presented in 590 only difference lies in the results of the minimum fusion, 599 which does not bring a performance increase to the palm-600 print recognition. Moreover, we can see that fusion is more 601 robust than monomodality: when the variability captured in 602 the sample base decreases, the standard deviation of the face 603 and palm results are greatly reduced, whereas it keeps similar 604 values for the fusion.
605 Table 4 illustrates the average results of 20 random tests 606 conducted on AR-PolyU database according to the protocol 607 described in Ref. 6. We can see that all trends revealed by the 608 tests conducted on the uB database are confirmed on these 609 public databases.
610
For the face, errors are typically caused by the occasional 611 wear of accessories (such as glasses) and by changes in ex-612 pression or pose. For the palm, they are often due to a lack 613 of image quality (bad focus, inhomogeneous illumination, 614 etc.). These criteria are not correlated. That is why, most 615 of the time, only one modality fails when a pair of images 616 is tested. The fusion of the two often brings enough infor-617 mation to override the confusion: for example, the sum of 618 two small distances (calculated on the samples of the same 619 user) can be smaller than the sum between a very small dis-620 tance (calculated on the samples, which are confused) and a 621 large one (calculated on the samples of the other modality, 622 which are not confused). Sometimes, both modalities are mis-623 taken, but the overall system succeeds, as in Fig. 12 . This is 624 Fig. 12 Example of overall system success despite failure of the monomodal systems.
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February 2011/Vol. 50(2) 000000-9 hal-00640727, version 1 -14 Nov 2011 Table 6 gathers EERs calculated in the one-, two-, and 656 three-sample cases on the uB and AR-PolyU databases, and 657 Fig. 13 displays the ROC curves in the one-sample case. It has 658 to be noted that all results correspond to average verification 659 rates obtained by averaging the verifications rates of 9 or 660 20 random tests. We can see that verification follows the 661 same trends as recognition: palm achieves good performance 662 alone and fusion allows one to greatly improve the results. 663 Figure 13 shows that the curve behavior is the same on the 664 two multimodal databases and that fusion by addition and 665 multiplication is very similar.
666
Discussion
667
Proposed system not only reach good performance in terms 668 of hardware implementation, but also in terms of experi-669 mental results: it obtains similar results to those we can 670 find in the literature. In the same conditions of biometric 671 recognition on the AR-PolyU database, Jing et al. 6 obtain 672 slightly lower performance, which keeps the same trends 673 (see Table 5 ). For this, they use a Gabor feature 674 Poinsot, Yang, and Brost: Palmprint and face score level fusion: hardware implementation... 
715
We observe that with a sequential architecture the exe-716 cution time of the last steps of processing depends on the 717 number of subjects in the comparison base. However, thanks 718 to the parallel architecture of the FPGA implementation, 719 recognition of 50 or more individuals could be realized using 720 the same chip (FPGA Virtex-XC5VFX70T) with the same 721 processing speed. On the other hand, authentication would 722 be even faster on DSP because the comparison base would 723 contain the samples of a single user.
724
Conclusion and Perspectives
725
In this paper, we have presented a contactless biometric sys-726 tem that combines two modalities: palmprint and face. A 727 complete processing chain has been developed from the ac-728 quisition of hand and face images to classification decision, 729 and a hardware architecture has been implemented on DSP 730 and FPGA. Face and palmprint are two decorrelated modal-731 ities, that can be acquired easily with minimal equipment 732 (a webcam) and without contact. Multimodal systems have 733 many advantages over monomodal systems, such as better 734 robustness or greater universality. Therefore, using these two 735 biometrics in a multimodal system ensures one to create an 736 efficient general public system.
737
As we work on palmprint in a contactless context, a hand 738 preprocessing (which consists of a palm extraction) has been 739 developed and simulated on a DSP platform. Hardware im-740 plementation of the rest of the multimodal recognition chain 741 has been simulated on the DSP and on a FPGA Virtex-5 de-742 vice. Hardware results demonstrate that preprocessing can 743 easily be performed during the acquisition phase, and multi-744 modal biometric recognition can be treated almost instantly. 745 Only 0.4 ms are necessary using 50 training samples recorded 746 on 25 persons with low-resource consumption on FPGA, 747 while no more than 7 ms are needed on DSP.
748
A database of 2340 images (130 subjects×2 modalities 749 ×9 views) was built in real-world conditions (user-friendly 750 interface and natural illumination, for example). Experimen-751 tal results show that multimodal fusion always reaches better 752 performance than monomodality. The proposed algorithm, 753 which is based on low-complexity operations, such as Gabor 754 filtering and similarity measurement by binary comparison, 755 fits palmprint recognition particularly well. The fusion of 756 palmprint and face at score level allows us to achieve high 757 recognition rates (98.96% using uB database and 97.49% 
